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Context and objective:
The scientific initiation project has the goal of exploring naturalized parks in DF and building one on the Campus with children from LudoIF – a project that support mother students from the school.

Methodology:
Based on studies by Péo, Carlos Neto, Tiriba, Blauth and Barros, we analyze the situation of the naturalized parks visited. Our search space is São Sebastião, on the outskirts of the Brasília-DF. We used the photographic record as a research tool.

Results:
The naturalized parks visited: Jardim Botânico, Olhos D’água and Parque do Bosque, that are shown as inspiring enclosures. And for the park’s construction on our Campus, we listened to the children’s wishes from LudoIF and we performed student community actions for the creation of playground toys with the Instituto’s own nature.
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